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In Petro-Lubricant Testing Laboratories v. Adelman, 233 N.J. 236 (2018), the New Jersey 

Supreme Court issued a significant opinion addressing two basic issues of defamation law:  first, 

when does the one-year statute of limitations commence on internet defamation?   And, second, is 

a fair and accurate report of litigation pleadings actionable as defamation where the allegations are 

disputed? 

By way of background, Petro-Lubricant (“Company”) sued Adelman -- who ran a website 

called “eBossWatch.com” -- the publisher of an article which described a lawsuit against the 

Company brought by a former Company employee.  The original article summarized and quoted 

the lawsuit’s allegations and was published in December 2010.  After the one-year statute of 

limitations period expired, the attorney informed the website operator, Adelman, that the case had 

been settled, and that the suit had been baseless.  The Company’s attorney demanded that the 

article be removed from the website.  In response, Adelman made certain changes to the underlying 

article -- quoting even more extensively from the Complaint that had been filed in Court and 

making it even clearer that the article was based only on the allegations of the former employee’s 

filed Complaint.  The article, as modified, remained on the website notwithstanding the 

Company’s assertion that the lawsuit was baseless. 

The trial court and Appellate Division agreed that the statute of limitations barred the 

claims, reasoning that both the original and the revised articles were essentially the same, and that 



the edited article did not revive the limitations period.  In particular, under the “single publication 

rule,” the “first edition” of a defamatory writing commences the one-year limitations period.  

However, under that somewhat murky rule, a subsequent publication of the same defamatory 

statement in a later issue would constitute a separate publication subject to a separate/new 

limitations period.  Likewise, an article or book that was substantially modified was classified as 

a republication subject to a separate limitations period.  In the case of an internet publication, the 

Supreme Court determined that “a republication occurs to an online publication if an author makes 

a material and substantive change to the original defamatory article.” 

Interestingly, the justices split -- 4 to 3 -- on whether the changes made to the article were 

“material and substantive” enough to trigger a new limitations period, with the majority finding a 

new, separate publication.  While the single publication rule will bar a claim in the absence of any 

change to an internet article, whether the subject changes are “material and substantive” --- 

resulting in a new limitations period -- is to be determined on a case-by-case basis.  That the 

Supreme Court so closely split, 4 to 3, suggests the muddled nature of the boundary between what 

is immaterial and non-substantive -- and therefore time-barred -- and a later publication that is 

different enough to warrant the commencement of its own new, separate limitations period. 

Second, the Supreme Court also described and delineated the “fair report” privilege.  That 

privilege recognizes that a fair and accurate report of a pleading -- a “substantially” accurate report-

- is not actionable defamation.  As to the later article which was not time-barred,  the Court held:  

“[T]he modified article is protected by the fair report privilege because the article [represented] a 

full, fair, and accurate report of [the] civil complaint … which alleged, at great length, gender 

discrimination, workforce harassment, and retaliation.”  That is, so long as a reasonable reader 

would understand that the article was reporting the allegations of a civil lawsuit, its publication 



was privileged.  Since the article was clearly reporting on the allegations of the Company’s former 

employee’s Complaint, the Supreme Court affirmed the dismissal of the employer’s subsequent 

defamation Complaint.   

In summary, the New Jersey Supreme Court continues to view defamation lawsuits 

unfavorably, and rules that protect publishers -- the “single publication rule” and the “fair report 

privilege” -- are employed by our courts to defeat “overreaching” defamation claims.  “[O]ur 

common law provides special safeguards to protect speech from unwarranted attacks through the 

legal process.” 
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